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January 31, 1972

To: Mr. David N. Parker

From: H. R. Haldeman

Subject: Political Appearances by
            Richard in Julie and Tricia

We should proceed with the idea of having Tricia and Julie, and
Mrs. Nixon, do very a few events, as to political affairs around
the country. Whatever to handle this is to always have a Cabinet
Officer or other good speaker on the program. The presence of
Tricia, Julie or Mrs. Nixon will hype the publicity to an enormous
capel.

Julie has worked out a very good formula where she does a T. V.
Interview in such cases and Mrs. Nixon and Tricia should follow
with T. V. Ideas. Moreover, the big receptions are probably also
a good idea, particularly one in the hinterlands because they mean
a great deal to people who are not in Washington.

In order for all of this to be successful, however, we need to move
right into having the chief work in scheduling better events for Julie,
Tricia and Mrs. Nixon about the country.

This is top priority and you should move on it immediately. Please
give me a report of your progress by noon this Friday.

cc: Mr. Dwight L. Chapin